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Health impact assessments look at the effect on health of policies implemented outside the healthcare sector. A glossary is provided in the following article.

BASIC CONCEPTS
It has long been recognised that health and its determinants are strongly influenced by policies outside the healthcare sector, for example, transport, regeneration projects, and housing. In recent years, several countries have introduced health impact assessment (HIA) to try and ensure that potential effects on health are taken into account. It involves identifying disbenefits and benefits to health, interpreting health risk and potential health gain, and presenting this information to aid decision making.

Health impact assessment (HIA): in a consensus paper published by the WHO Regional Office for Europe, HIA is described as “a combination of procedures, methods and tools by which a policy, program or project may be judged as to its potential effects on the health of a population, and the distribution of those effects within the population.” Several other definitions have been proposed. They generally agree that:

- the aim is to maximise the health gain (and minimise the loss) that would be expected to result from a proposal, and that the latter may or may not have improving health as its aim;
- HIA should be multidisciplinary, intersectoral, and participatory, and include a focus on health inequalities;
- both quantitative and qualitative types of evidence should be used;
- the main values underlying the conduct of HIA are sustainability, the promotion of health, participation, democracy, equity, equality (of all stakeholders in the process but in particular of the community affected), and the ethical use of evidence.

Health inequalities impact assessment (HIJA): suggested by Acheson, is an HIA with the specific aim of assessing the impacts on the health and wellbeing of a proposal on people in the community who are experiencing health and other inequalities in relation to age, sex, ethnic background, and/or socioeconomic status, to identify whether there is a differential distribution of impacts. The current consensus is that all HIAs should consider inequalities and/or the distribution of potential health effects.

The model of health is the conceptual framework used in an HIA. Typically, the biomedical model, which focuses on disease categories, will be combined with the social or socioeconomic model of health, which has a broader conception and includes “softer” outcomes relating to well-being, according to the nature of a particular proposal and the types of evidence available/obtainable. The relative balance between the two models of health will normally determine the model of HIA used for the assessment. The biomedical model tends to be quantitative and largely based on epidemiology and toxicology, whereas the social model tends to rely more on qualitative evidence and the social sciences as well as stakeholder knowledge. They have also been referred to as “tight” perspective HIA and “broad” perspective HIA, respectively.

APPLYING HIA
HIA can be applied to three main levels of proposal: a policy, a programme, or a project: in this paper, we use the term “proposal” to encompass all three, for brevity.

A policy represents the way in which government or an organisation seeks to achieve the objectives it has set. HIA at this level can be strategic, enabling health concerns to be incorporated early on and a “global” view to be taken. In some cases (for example, taxation) there is no lower level at which HIA could be applied.

A programme is a series of related activities that give effect to policy.

A project is a component of a programme, and is a discrete activity often undertaken at a specific location.

HIA at the programme or project level allows health impacts to be assessed that are specific to a particular locality or community. It is more tactical, with aims relating to proposal modification and implementation.

Policy options (comparison of): ideally, an HIA will be able to compare all the possible options that could be under consideration. This gives policy makers the most explicit information on the health consequences of their actions, and also lends itself to the possibility of integrated assessment.

PROCESS
Stages: The process of HIA comprises six main stages:
1 screening;
2 scoping;
3 appraisal or risk assessment;
4 preparation of report and recommendations;
5 submission of report and recommendations to decision makers;
6 monitoring and evaluation.

Bold type indicates a definition and italic type that the term is described elsewhere in the glossary.
1 **Screening** aims primarily to filter out proposals that do not require HIA, so that scarce resources can be targeted on proposals that will benefit from formal assessment. It should be conducted systematically, using either a set of criteria against which proposals are judged, or a screening tool.

2 **Scoping** (sometimes called “setting the terms of reference”) sets the boundaries for an HIA. It encompasses: the elements or aspects of the proposal to be assessed; the proposal’s non-negotiable aspects; aims and objectives of the HIA; values underpinning the HIA; the geographical area covered by proposal implementation; the populations or communities affected; any vulnerable, marginalised, or disadvantaged groups; stakeholders for the HIA and the nature of their involvement; potential health impacts of concern; the resources (human, financial and material) available; the methods to be used; and management arrangements.

**Profiling** describes the baseline demographics and health status of the affected population(s).

3 In **appraisal** or **risk assessment**, the health impacts (positive and negative—benefits and disbenefits) of a proposal are identified by stakeholders and assessors. Many different methods can be used, depending on the model of HIA being used, as well as on timescale or resource constraints. This stage defines the length of the process, from rapid appraisal to comprehensive appraisal.

**Rapid appraisal** (also called mini-HIA) is characterised by the use of information and evidence that is already available or easily accessible. A key element is a half day workshop. While rapid appraisal is comparatively quick and inexpensive, intensive labour is required to prepare for the workshop; also, the attendance of sufficient individuals represents a substantial commitment, if their time is costed.

**Comprehensive appraisal** (also called maxi-HIA) entails the collection of new data. This might include a survey of interventions, a comprehensive literature review, and/or a primary study of health effects of the same proposal elsewhere or, for a concurrent HIA, of the proposal as it is implemented. It usually requires a prolonged and substantial time commitment from a number of people and is resource intensive (unpublished data).

“Desk-top” appraisal is very rapid and is generally undertaken by officers in an organisation to gain a snapshot of the health impacts to inform proposal direction. It is similar to screening but does not have the function of selection.

**Preparation of the report with its recommendations** is the main output of an HIA. It integrates the information obtained from stakeholders during appraisal/risk assessment with the evidence base, findings from other HIAs on similar proposals, and the background information specific to the local community and the relevant geographical area. The assessors should compare stakeholder knowledge with the evidence in the published and grey literature, and account for any discrepancies (which might arise from local conditions and/or circumstances). They should also test the recommendations to ensure that they address the impacts identified, and that the interventions they suggest are effective.

5 **Submission of the report and recommendations to decision makers** is the primary mechanism by which the outputs from appraisal/risk assessment influence proposal development and/or implementation. For this, it is necessary for the report to be submitted within the schedule set for the relevant decision making process(es), which probably includes specific dates for meetings or deadlines for consultation. It is important to present the report in an accessible format and comprehensible language as the target audience(s) are seldom public health specialists.

6 **Monitoring and evaluation** has several components:

- **Process evaluation** sets out to evaluate how successful the process of carrying out the HIA was in practice. It is important as a source of learning, for quality improvement, and as a mechanism of quality assurance.

- **Impact evaluation** monitors the acceptance of recommendations and the implementation of recommendations once accepted.

- **Outcome evaluation** monitors indicators and health outcomes after the proposal has been implemented.

**Communication and dissemination.** Although the decision makers are the primary audience for the report and recommendations, it is important to communicate the main results and recommendations to all stakeholders, especially those who have participated in the process.

**Risk communication** involves consultation on the risks and consideration of public concerns.

**Risk management** entails options for avoiding, reducing or treating the risks, consideration of their costs and benefits, and the adequacy of contingency plans. It also includes discussion of how differing perceptions of risk can be mediated and whether future health risks can be predicted.

In the New Zealand and **environmental health impact assessment (EHIA)** models, **monitoring** is performed to ensure compliance of a project with the conditions attached to the consent but most guidance refers to monitoring of health determinants, outcomes, or indicators.

**TYPES OF IMPACTS**

**Health impacts** refer to both positive and negative changes in community health that are attributable to a policy, programme, or project.

- **Benefits** are potential favourable effects on health or its determinants, whether or not intended by a proposal.

- **Disbenefits** are adverse effects on health or its determinants consequent on implementing a proposal. **Mitigation** is recommending an alternative option or modifications to a proposal to prevent unintended adverse effects (disbenefits).

- **Opportunities** are health benefits that are part of neither the original intentions nor proposals but that provide a chance to improve health and wellbeing by adjusting the design or adding new project components. The degree to which benefits and disbenefits affect different sections of the community can vary, and thus may ameliorate or exacerbate health inequalities.

A **hazard** has the potential to cause harm; the **risk** is the likelihood of that occurring.

**TIMING**

A **prospective HIA** takes place before proposal implementation, and ideally before the proposal is in its final form. To be influential, the HIA needs to be carried out early enough to have an effective input into the decision making process, but late enough that the proposals are sufficiently firm to enable an assessment.

A **concurrent HIA** is carried out during the implementation of a proposal, and may be of long duration, for example, several years, involving the monitoring of changes in health determinants and possibly in health status. The aim is to identify changes as they occur, which is important if a proposal has some potentially serious health impacts that are unknown or uncertain, because the HIA enables prompt action to be taken. A secondary aim is to evaluate the accuracy of predictions made during a related prospective HIA undertaken previously.

A **retrospective HIA** is carried out after a proposal has been implemented. It aims to identify the actual impacts on health outcomes after implementation. It differs from **evaluation**, which monitors the extent to which the proposal’s objectives were achieved. While it is unable to influence the intervention, the HIA can suggest additional actions that may now be required. It can also make a contribution to the evidence base, thereby informing similar proposals in future.
PEOPLE INVOLVED IN HIA
Stakeholders are people involved in or affected by proposal
development and implementation, drawn from public, private
and voluntary sectors, and the communities or groups
affected.
Key informants are stakeholders whose roles and/or standing
in a community mean that they have experience, knowledge,
or information of relevance to the proposal.
Assessors are the practitioners who undertake primarily the
appraisal or risk assessment, and the preparation of the report
and recommendations.
A steering and/or management group is often appointed
to oversee the process and outputs of an HIA, and comprises
representatives from key stakeholder organisations and, ideally,
representatives from the communities affected. It sometimes
includes one or more of the decision makers.
Decision makers are the people who have control over the
final content of the proposal, including the extent to which it
is influenced by the HIA. They receive the report and
recommendations. They may also be involved in the HIA proc-
есс, and in some instances may be the same body as the steer-
ing group.
Community involvement entails the full and active
participation of the communities affected as stakeholders. This
is one of the values underlying HIA, often referred to as
“equality.” Community involvement can be difficult to
achieve, particularly when trying to ensure representativeness
of views, especially from “hard to reach” groups, but it is
important to obtain the perspectives of at least some of the
community affected. In some cases, HIAs have been led by a
community. Some HIAs have been, and continue to be, under-
taken without community involvement. This can be valid
when the proposal is at a very early stage of development;
when public consultation has occurred and the results are
included as components of the appraisal or risk assessment; or dur-
ing training and capacity building in organisations/
partnerships.
Ownership of the HIA process and/or outputs is one factor
that determines the success of an HIA and the influence any
outputs might have. The degree of ownership tends to vary
with the level of involvement. The key to ownership of the
process is appropriate and effective involvement of relevant
stakeholders. A sense of ownership of the outputs, which may
be dependent on ownership of the process, will influence the
level of commitment to implementing them. Greater owner-
ship is often achieved when stakeholders have or are given some
control or influence over the process and/or the outputs.

MATERIALS TO SUPPORT THE CONDUCT OF HIA
An HIA tool provides the user with a systematic framework,
which has been validated or piloted, to support decision mak-
ing at various stages in the HIA. The contents of different tools
will vary. Currently, most tools have been developed to support
practitioners during two stages of HIA: screening, and appraisal
or risk assessment.
Checklists are lists of questions or salient points that act as
triggers or aide memoires when undertaking certain tasks for
an HIA.
Guidelines are systematically developed statements to
support practitioners during the process of HIA.
Toolkits are a resource containing at least one tool, plus
principles of HIA, guidance on the process, and, possibly, a
digest of key references from the evidence base.

EVIDENCE BASE
Rapid review for HIA is usually conducted in a few days, and
tends to be based on other reviews, which may not be system-
atic or up to date and frequently have not considered
confounding or the likelihood of causality. Such reviews
therefore may not be an objective summary of the primary
evidence from good quality studies.
Systematic review was described in an earlier glossary. A
qualitative systematic review summarises the primary investiga-
tions without statistical pooling. Quantitative systematic
review is synonymous with meta-analysis.
Primary sources are reports of original studies or the raw
data. Secondary sources are reports that quote other
people’s studies; these may be reviews.
Grey literature refers to reports not published in scientific
journals. There are three problems: identifying grey literature,
as few such reports are indexed on nationally or interna-
tionally accessible catalogues or databases; obtaining
copies; and assessing the rigour of the work. Evidence useful
in HIA comes from epidemiology and policy analysis but also
from retrospective or concurrent assessment of similar
interventions. Such HIAs are predominantly published as
internal reports or other grey literature.
Off the shelf reviews: this refers to the provision of evidence in
a readily available form, providing accurate information
and facilitating timeliness.

TECHNICAL METHODS
Risk assessment was defined in 1983 as the use of the fac-
tual base to define the health effects of exposure of individu-
als or populations to hazardous materials and situations.
It is generally applied in situations where there is good infor-
mation about a system. It is used primarily for assessing the
impact of chemicals on human health and to set standards
limiting exposure. While it was originally applied to the toxic
effects of chemical exposures, it can in principle be extended
to any situation where both the dose-response characteristics
and exposure profiles can be estimated. Risk assessment is a
standard four stage procedure in which three elements are
combined to characterise the existing risk.

1. Hazard identification involves identifying the types
of health effect that a particular exposure can cause.
2. The “dose-response” assessment quantifies this: for a
given level of exposure, a certain effect (or probability of an
effect) will result. In practice, this is seldom a dose in the
familiar sense, which applies to an individual, but is an ambi-
ent level to which the population is exposed. These are derived
from the scientific literature in the fields of epidemiology
and/or toxicology.
3. Exposure assessment identifies the specific agent(s),
determines the route of exposure, and quantifies the amount
and duration of exposure.
4. Risk characterisation combines these three elements to
estimate the burden of disease attributable to the current
exposure.

Modelling is a method of simplifying reality that retains
the most important features for the purpose in hand. There are
many varieties of model. Some models provide a structure to
organise different types of information, for example, the
DPSEEA and PRAM models. Another type is a mathematical or
statistical model, which aims at quantification and/or predic-
tion; in the context of HIA, this would be the health effects
that would be expected to result from a particular interven-
tion.
The DPSEEA model (pronounced “deep sea”) distin-
guishes three stages of antecedents of exposure (in the
context of environmental health). Driving forces are the fac-
tors that motivate and push the environmental processes, such
as population growth, economic or technical development, or
policy interventions. These generate pressures (occupation,
production, consumption), which change the state of the
environment, generating new environmental hazards. Exposure is
not automatic, but when present leads to effects, to
prevent which, actions are taken. DPSEEA can be used to
quantify health impacts or as a framework for suggesting modifications to proposals.

**Health impact analysis** is a purely quantitative approach that uses a decision analysis framework to integrate mathematical models of the dispersal of industrial pollutants into the environment with population health models. Although proponents claim a transparency in decision making based on this analytical approach because of the explicit outcomes modelled, with production of the “best” option, it can be used only where there is extremely complete quantitative evidence or restrictive assumptions.

**PRAM (Policy/Risk Assessment Model)** is a variant of the standard risk assessment model, but focuses on differences. Of the first three elements in risk assessment, the level of exposure is the one that is most susceptible to variation, and, in particular, is subject to alteration in response to different policy options. The PRAM model relates the intervention-derived change in exposure(s), both intended and unintended, to the expected change in the existing risk, giving the health gain (or health loss).  

**Economic assessments**, such as cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, or cost-utility analysis, are sometimes advocated. These terms are defined in an earlier glossary. They first require assessment of the health impacts so that the impacts can be costed or valued. The first UK government publication on HIA, *Policy Appraisal and Health,* considered only economic appraisal, which is still the main approach taken in the regulatory impact assessment required in England. However, properly conducted comprehensive cost-benefit analyses are the exception.

**RELATED TYPES OF ASSESSMENT**

Risk assessment: see above.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was initiated by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969 in the USA and has since been introduced widely throughout the world. An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is the summary of the results of an EIA. A draft EIS is made available for the public consultation process, after which a final version is prepared, and this forms part of the subsequent decision making process. EIA is generally carried out at a project level. In principle, consideration of human health outcomes should form part of the assessment but this is frequently omitted or appraised in a manner that is not considered satisfactory by public health specialists (A-B Kobus, *et al*, 14th IAIA Conference, Quebec, 1994 and references). However, an EIA can provide data that are useful for health, for example, on air pollution. The results of a proposal on determinants of health (for example, air pollution) are often referred to as effects, with the consequent results on health being called impacts. Limitations of EIA are that project level assessment may be too late in the process to influence broader policy, and the responsibility for EIA is taken by the proponent of the project, so that its independence may be compromised.

Environmental Health Impact Assessment (EHIA) has been proposed, which explicitly includes consideration of health outcomes within the framework of an Environmental Impact Assessment, to address the historical neglect of health in EIA. However, linking health to EIA has the drawback that some proposals may have implications for health and its determinants yet would not trigger an EIA, either because it is not statutorily required or when there are not considered to be any potential environmental impacts.

Whereas EIA refers to single projects, Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) refers to policies, plans and programmes. Compared with an EIA of a local project, the environmental impacts considered are more general, relating to global and regional impacts, but less detailed. The objectives of SEA are to ensure the full consideration of other policy options, including the “do nothing” option, at an early stage; enable consistency across different policy sectors, thereby facilitating trade-offs; ensure that more complex, distal, and unintended consequences are considered, so that adverse impacts can be prevented; assess the environmental impact of policies without an overt environmental dimension; and to include environmental as well as economic and social concerns in decision making.  

**Social impact assessment** (SIA) is concerned with estimating prospectively the likely social consequences of a specific policy or government actions.

“By social impacts we mean the consequences to human populations of any public or private actions that alter the ways in which people live, work, play, relate to one another, organize to meet their needs, and generally cope as members of society.” The Interorganizational Committee on Guidelines and Principles, 1994

SIA resembles EIA both in process and in the assumption that its purpose is to identify potential adverse impacts in advance in order to mitigate them. In the USA it is usually carried out as part of an EIA. SIA usually includes public involvement and consideration of the distribution of impacts in the population and the effects on vulnerable groups. The main impacts considered are population characteristics, community and institutional structures, political and social resources, individual and family changes, and community resources.  

Integrated assessment: HIA is often not the only type of assessment that is indicated. Typically, the officials who are responsible for developing the proposals for an intervention are faced with the need to assess the proposal for several major types of impact, for example, social, economic, environmental, and/or health. This could involve a formal EIA or SEA, and/or SIA, but it could also include for example assessing the potential impact on gender relations, small businesses, etc.

**MAGNITUDE OFIMPACT**

As an HIA aims to assess how a population’s health status would be affected by the implementation of a proposal, it has an affinity with certain concepts that are being developed by the WHO.

The burden of disease is the total quantity of ill health caused by a particular disease or risk factor. WHO have a programme that estimates this for the main causes of mortality and major morbidity, measured using “disability adjusted life years” or DALYs. The attributable health impact is similar: the amount of ill health that can be attributed to a particular risk factor.

The achievable health impact (or avoidable burden of disease) is the change in health status that would be expected to follow a specified change in the level of a risk factor, in relation to an intervention.

**FURTHER INFORMATION**

A number of other terms encountered in health impact assessment have been defined in earlier glossaries in this series: causality, community, determinants of health, equity, health inequalities and health inequities, the Precautionary principle, and values.

Guidance on commissioning or conducting health impact assessment can be found in a number of publications and on the internet.
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